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California Clean Air Day
WORD SEARCH

1. ACTION
2. AIR QUALITY
3. BICYCLE
4. BREATHE
5. CALIFORNIA

6. CLEAN AIR DAY
7. COMPOST
8. ELECTRIC
9. ENVIRONMENT
10. FILTER

11. PLEDGE
12. RECYCLE
13. SCHOOL BUS
14. TEAMWORK
15. WALK

Find these hidden words:
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California Clean Air Day
WORD MATCH

Match the word to its best definition by drawing a line that connects the two dots.

Something done or performed; an act; a deed.

Tells us how clean or dirty the air is.

A promise or a commitment to do something.

A device inside your home and car that
cleans the dust and soot from the air.

A human-powered vehicle with two wheels,
two pedals, one seat and a handlebar.

A mixture of organic foods that decay and
become rich soil for our plants.

The act of working together
as a group to achieve a goal.

The process of inhaling air into your
lungs and then letting it out.

The state that we live in, and one of
the biggest states in the country.

A big yellow vehicle that takes
students to and from school.

A special day in October where Californians
pledge to take actions to clear the air.

When a vehicle does NOT run on gasoline
or hydrogen gas, it is ___________, and you

have to plug it in to charge it.

If you live really close to your school, but
don't have a bike or scooter, you can

always ______ with a guardian or friend.

Everything around us, both living and nonliving,
including our air, soil, water, plants  and animals. 

The act of reusing something considered
'waste' instead of throwing it in the garbage.
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California Clean Air Day
SOLVE THE MAZE

Help our friends make their way to school!

Super Easy: Help Jack and his
parent/guardian walk to school.

Easy: Help Mateo scoot
to school.

Medium: Help Emma
bike to school.

Hard: It's Clean Air Day! Help the
students on the bus get to school.
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California Clean Air Day
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Down:

2. Tells us how clean or dirty the air is.
3. It is important to protect our ____________
because it is everything around us, including
the air, soil, plants and animals.
5. A big yellow vehicle that students can ride
to and from school.
9. When you use materials, create waste and
reuse that waste to make something else,
instead of throwing it in the garbage.
11. A car that does not run on gasoline or
hydrogen is ____________.

Across:

1. A day in October where we come together and
pledge to take clean air actions that will help clear
the air we breathe.
4. The state we live in, and one of the largest states
in the country.
6. Decayed foods that can be used as soil for plants.
7. When there is a problem, we take ______ to solve it.
8. Working together to clear the air we breathe.
10. To let air in and out of your lungs.
12. It has two wheels, a seat, and a handlebar. You
can ride it to school!
13. A promise to do something. For example: I
_________ to ride the bus to school on Clean Air Day.
14. If you live close to your school, you can ______
there with a guardian or a friend.
15. A device that cleans out the dust and soot from
the air inside your home and car.

Directions: Fill in the crossword
puzzle with the words from the
Word Search and Word Match.
Match the number of the sentence
to the boxes placed across or down
the grid. If filled out correctly, the
words will fit neatly into the puzzle.
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Something done or performed; an act; a deed.

Tells us how clean or polluted the air is.

A promise or a commitment to do something.

A device inside your home and car that
clears the dust and soot from the air.

A human-powered vehicle with two wheels,
two pedals, one seat and a handlebar.

A mixture of organic foods that decay and
become nutrient rich soil for our plants.

Working together as a group
to achieve a goal.

The process of inhaling air into your
lungs and then letting it out.

The state that we live in, and one of
the biggest states in the country.

A big yellow vehicle that takes
students to and from school.

A special day in October where Californians
pledge to take actions to clear the air.

When a vehicle does NOT run on gasoline
or hydrogen gas, it is ___________, and you

have to plug it in to charge it.

If you live really close to your school, but
don't have a bike or scooter, you can

always ______ with a guardian or friend.

Everything around us, both living and nonliving,
including our air, soil, water, plants  and animals. 

The act of reusing something considered
'waste' instead of throwing it in the garbage.

ACTION

AIR QUALITY

BICYCLE

BREATHE

CALIFORNIA

CLEAN AIR DAY

COMPOST

ELECTRIC

ENVIRONMENT

FILTER

PLEDGE

RECYCLE

SCHOOL BUS

TEAMWORK

WALK

1. ACTION
2. AIR QUALITY
3. BICYCLE
4. BREATHE
5. CALIFORNIA

6. CLEAN AIR DAY
7. COMPOST
8. ELECTRIC
9. ENVIRONMENT
10. FILTER

11. PLEDGE
12. RECYCLE
13. SCHOOL BUS
14. TEAMWORK
15. WALK

Workbook Answer Key

Crossword: DOWN: 2. Air Quality, 3. Environment, 5. School Bus, 9. Recycle, 11. Electric ACROSS: 1. Clean Air Day,
4. California, 6. Compost, 7. Action, 8. Teamwork, 10. Breathe, 12. Bicycle, 13. Pledge, 14. Walk, 15. Filter

Scan the QR code
to take the pledge!


